
Googling Your 
Genealogy
with Philip L. Hayes



Google Is More Than Just Search

Google Search (Basic & Advanced Search) 

Site Search 

Google Alerts 

Gmail 

Google Books 

Google News 

Google Translate 

Google Earth



Gmail

https://accounts.google.com/SignUp

Create Your FREE Account



Google Search



How Google Search Works



Basic Search Strategies
Keep It Simple 

Avoid… “Where can I find 1850 Census Records for New 
York” 

Every Word Matters 

Never Case Sensitive 

Punctuation Is Generally Ignored 

i.e “Jonathan J. Beattie = “Jonathan J Beattie”



Punctuation and symbols 
in search

Symbol What you can use it for

[+] Search for Google+ pages [+Chrome] or blood types [AB+] 

[@] Find social tags [@google] 

[$] Find prices [nikon $400]

[#] Find popular hashtags for trending topics [#throwbackthursday]

[-] Show that words around around a dash are strongly connected [twelve-year-old dog]

[_] Connect two words [quick_sort]. Your search results will find this pair of words either linked together 
(quicksort) or connected by an underscore (quick_sort).



Google Basic Search



Building Boolean Searches

Very Powerful 

Useful on Many Search Engine



Important Tip

When you search using an operator, don't add 
any spaces between the operator and your query. 
A search for  

site:nytimes.com will work 

but site: nytimes.com will not.



Search for an exact word 
or phrase 

Use quotes to search for an exact word or set of 
words on a web page.  

“Jonathan J Beattie"



Fill in the blank

Add an asterisk within a search as a placeholder 
for any unknown or wildcard terms. Use with 
quotation marks to find variations of that exact 
phrase or to remember words in the middle of a 
phrase. 

“Yerk*”  

will work for Yerks and Yerkes



Search for either word

If you want to search for pages that may have just 
one of several words, include OR (capitalized) 
between the words. Without the OR, your results 
would typically show only pages that match both 
terms. 

“Jonathan J Beattie” Kirkcudbright or Brooklyn



Exclude a word

Add a dash (-) before a word or site to exclude all 
results that include that word.  

This is especially useful when you wish to exclude 
a certain spelling of a name 

Yerks -Yerkes 



Search within a site or 
domain

Use Google Search for site specific searches 

Get results only from certain sites or domains. For 
example, you can find all mentions of "Yerks" on 
the rootsweb.com website. 

yerks site:rootsweb.com 



Search for pages  
that link to a URL

Find pages that link to a certain page. For 
example, you can find all the pages that link to 
hayesfamily.us. 

link:hayesfamily.us



Search for pages that are 
similar to a URL

Find sites that are similar to a URL you already 
know. If you search for related sites to the New 
YorkTimes.com, you'll find other news 
publication sites you may be interested in. 

related:NewYorkTimes.com 



Search for a number 
range

Separate numbers by two periods without spaces 
(..) to see results that contain numbers in a given 
range of things like dates, prices, and 
measurements. 

“Jonathan J Beattie” 1850..1912



Find information  
about a site

Get information about a URL, including the 
cached version of the page, similar pages, and 
pages that link to the site.  

info:hayesfamily.us



See a cached version 
of a site

See what a page looks like the last time Google 
crawled the site.  

cache:hayesfamily.us



Synonym Search

The tilde (~) operator takes the word immediately 
following it and searches both for that specific 
word and for the word’s synonyms. 

Removes much of the unrelated content 

"George W Bush" ~Genealogy  

returns content related to “genealogy”, “history” 
and even “surname”. 



Lots More…

allinanchor: 

allintext: 

allintitle: 

allinurl: 

define:

filetype:  

inanchor: 

intext:, 

intitle: 

inurl:,



Google Advanced Search





Google Alerts
Be notified when new content gets indexed



How To Use Google Alerts

Go to www.google.com/alerts. 

Sign in to your Google account (or create one). 

The first time you create an alert, click where it says, “You don’t have 
any Google Alerts. Try creating one.” Fill in the screen that pops up: 

Type in your search query. 

Make selections to further refine your search alert: 

Enter the email address where you want the alert emails to be 
delivered. Google will alert you to new content when it is posted on 
the Web.









Gmail



Why Use Gmail?
You should use your business or school email for your genealogy 
research. 

You are not tied to one computer. 

Use “Labels” to organize your mail. 

Powerful Search within Gmail. 

You get TONS of space. 

SPAM filtering is awesome! 

You can organize your replies into conversations.



Slight Learning Curve



Using Google Books Search



Type Of Books Indexed

Public Domain Books 

Out of Copyright Books 

In Copyright Books, with Publishers Permissions 

Magazines

Some are Preview Only



Keys To Success

It;s not perfect… OCR is sometime difficult 

Use “My Library” to keep your favorites at your 
tiger tips. 

Use Advanced Search



Google News & Google 
Newspapers



Summary

Google Newspapers is an extension of Google 
News 

Stopped indexing Newspapers several years ago 

Can create alerts from News section

http://news.google.com/newspapers



Google Translate



Summary

Can Translate Over 70 Languages 

Can Translate a Text Snippet 

Can Translate an Entire Webpage 

Can Translate Documents

https://translate.google.com



Does Not Do Irish Well



But Other Languages Are Better



Google Earth



Explore Google Earth in 
three ways



Start-up Tips…Use Them!



The Tierney Residence 
3354 Clay Street, San Francisco



The Tierney Residence 
3354 Clay Street, San Francisco



Resources



The Genealogist’s Google 
Toolbox - eBook

a 14.95 ebook 
download 

http://www.lulu.com/shop/
lisa-louise-cooke/the-
genealogists-google-toolbox/
ebook/product-17487493.html



The Genealogist’s Google 
Toolbox 

24.95 

legacyfamilytreestore.com 

ShopFamilyTree.com 

familyrootspublishing.com



Google Your Family Tree

Local author Dan Lynch 

$34.95 

legacyfamilytreestore.com 



Questions?


